### HOW TO ORDER 92 SERIES FLOW CONTROL MODULE

**FC 92C-AA**
- Plug-in flow control assembly single solenoid

**FC 92C-BA**
- Plug-in flow control assembly double solenoid

**FC 92C-CA**
- Non plug-in flow control assembly

*If flow control module is to be installed between valve and base or valve and manifold at the factory, add -9 after the flow control model number, i.e., FC92C-AA-9. The flow control model number should follow the valve model number on which it is to be installed.*

---

### NOTES:
- If a flow control assembly is used with the dual pressure regulator option, only the flow control on the B* end is functional. (Controls both cylinder ports.)
- Consult the general catalog for regulator and circuit bar ordering information.
- Consult “Precautions” page 327 before use, installation or service of MAC Valves.